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We consider the problem of evolving a multifacility data network over a short/medium study horizon 
with offered traffic growing over time. This is an optimal multiperiod network planning problem 
with the goal of finding an evolution plan that minimizes total network evolution cost while design
ing topology, selecting facility types, allocating capacity, and routing traffic to accommodate all 
demand and performance requirements over every period in the study horizon, assuming that an 
initial network as well as service demand and technology costs are given. Such planning problems 
are NP-complete and characterized by large dimensionality even when relatively small networks 
and short-term evolution are considered. 

This paper presents a simple methodology that integrates minimum cost topological design, capacity 
assignment, routing, and facility selection, while taking into account the time couplings involved 
in the evolution of a data communication network as a result of capacity expansion, removal of 
existing facilities, or new facility introduction in order to meet demand. In our model, multifacility 
evolution couplings are a direct consequence of the application of network rearrangement or tran
sition costs. The planning process described here has two components: a first algorithm that solves 
the simple case of single period look-ahead, or myopic planning problem, and a second algorithm 
that embodies extensions to full look-ahead planning. Both algorithms monotonically decrease total 
network evolution cost and yield robust local extrema. 

The myopic planning algorithm is supported by a fast link reduction algorithm that efficiently plans 
multifacility networks over successive cross sections in time. This algorithm is based on a special 
purpose greedy drop procedure. The full look-ahead algorithm is based on dynamic programming 
and greedy approaches iteratively applied to the outcome of the myopic planning process in order 
to improve the single period look-ahead solution. An example of multifacility network planning is 
described and numerical results are provided to show improved solution quality of single period 
look-ahead planning over successive zero base network designs. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As network technologies mature and application needs evolve, requirements for decision support tools and the 
focus for network optimization practice also change. A case in point is the set of problems posed by traditional 
public circuit switched telephony networks. Ever since the basic topological gridwork of these networks has been 
established, the fundamental investment decisions have been handled not as zero base design problems but as 
evolution planning problems very much concerned with transitional questions. Packet switched technology matured 
in the late 1970s as most private and public packet data networks were being built, and network managers faced 
the problem of how to optimally design a network from a zero base. In the late 1980s most corporations, institu
tions, and governments have built SUCh networks, and the problem has become one of optimal evolution plann
ing, that is, how to optimally expand capacity and evolve the facilities network given growing traffic demand 
and an already established baseline network. 

In this paper we extend previous work in the area of zero base single period optimal data network design and 
facility selection [1, 2] to evolution planning. We consider the problem of evolving a multifacilitY data network 
over a short/medium study horizon with offered traffic growing over time. This is an optimal multiperiod network 
planning problem with the goal of finding an evolution plan that minimizes total network evolution cost while 
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designing topology, selecting facility types, allocating capacity, and routing traffic to accommodate demand and 
performance requirements over every period in the study horizon. Such design and planning problems are NP
complete and characterized by large dimensionality even when relatively small networks are considered. 

This paper presents a simple methodology that integrates minimum cost topological design, capacity assign
ment, routing, and facility selection, while taking into account the time couplings involved in the evolution of 
a data communication network as a result of capacity expansion, removal of existing facilities, or new facility 
introduction to meet demand. In our model, multifacility evolution couplings are a direct consequence of the 
application of network rearrangement or transition costs. The planning process described here has two com
ponents: a first algorithm that solves the simple case of single period look-ahead, or myopic planning problem, 
and a second algorithm that embodies extensions to full look-ahead planning. 

Single period look-ahead, that is, myopic, period-to-period planning even by itself, is desirable when faced with 
uncertainty in future cost and traffic data (even for a short and medium time horizon) because such an approach 
is biased towards propagation of the initial network state to subsequent planning periods. As such, it is robust 
to uncertainty in future cost and traffic forecasts. By solving successive single period look-ahead planning prob
lems, we effectively take into account time coupling of solutions for each period that satisfy most engineering
oriented short- and medium-term planning needs. 

Full look-ahead planning is a much more difficult problem but is needed in order to better take into account longer 
range time couplings where, for example, it may be more cost effective to skip facility assignment decisions 
and move more quickly to more modern transmission technologies if we anticipate high future growth rates. 
We develop simple extensions to our myopic evolution planning approach that consider interactions of decisions 
over the entire study period and thus solve a more complete multiperiod problem. Both our myopic planning 
algorithm and its full look-ahead extension monotonically decrease total network evolution cost over the study 
horizon. For simplicity we consider here a traffic growth environment where service demand and technology costs 
are given at the start of the planning exercise. 

For each time period the problem is to plan a network for a target traffic demand matrix given an initial or baseline 
network topology. This is an evolution cost minimization problem subjected to flow conservation, connectivity, 
and performance constraints for each period. We model this problem with discrete link-facility evolution variables 
and continuous capacity and routing variables to accommodate traffic requirements. The link-facility evolution 
cost function consists of a fixed charge and an incremental capacity dependent cost. We use a continuous ap
proximation for link capacity variables. Inflation, discount rates, and other parameters related to time value of 
money are assumed to be incorporated into the cost models and, for simplicity, are not explicitly discussed here. 
In many planning problems it appears natural to apply budget constraints or conversion limits [3] for each period 
of the study horizon. We do not consider such constraints here since our problem is driven by traffic demand 
and the planner's goal is to accommodate all this demand at a minimum cost. The analysis of tradeoffs/alter
natives between the amount of traffic accommodated and the evolution cost can be carried out by selectively 
running the algorithm for different traffic/performance requirement scenarios. 

Section 2 describes the basic MILP evolution planning model. Section 3 presents both the single period look
ahead planning algorithm and extensions to full look-ahead planning. The former is supported by a fast link reduction 
algorithm that efficiently plans multifacility networks over successive cross sections in time. It is based on a 
speCial purpose greedy drop procedure. The full look-ahead algorithm is based on dynamic programming and 
greedy approaches iteratively applied to the output of a myopic planning process in order to improve the myopic 
planning solution. Both algorithms yield robust local extrema. In Section 4 an example of multifacility network 
planning is described, and numerical results are provided to show improved solution quality of single period look
ahead planning over successive zero base network designs. 

2. MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
At each period lover a time horizon H, we consider a graph 9 with N nodes. All links in the graph 9 are potential 
candidates for a network plan at t. An arc of 9 can be active, which we denote by a state p > 0 where p indicates 
facility type, or not active with p = O. When a link is active at period I, it becomes part of a real network plan. 
At each period t we consider transition of these link states which then indicates installation, removal, or conversion 
of facilities on these links. A single facility type is allowed on each link, and we assume irreversible modernization 
(q > p, if P > 0 and q > 0), the set of facilities being ordered accordingly. We consider a subgraph O(t) E 9 which 
represents the topology and facility assignment that is generated by the planning process at period t > O. 0(0) 
is the initial network given as a model input. We denote by ~(t) the fact that a link k is at state p at period t: 
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nD { 1 if link k is in state p at period I 
Uk(t) = . 0 otherwise 

(1) 

and we have Ep~ = 1. We have the following pq transition cases applied to link k at period t: 

• p- p, p > 0: Facility assignment does not change from I -1 to I, only capacity expansion is considered. 
• p-q, q>O, and q>p: Facility type p assigned at 1-1 is converted to facility type q at time I on link k. 
• p-q, p>O, and q=O: link k is removed at time t. 
• p-q, p-=O, and q>O: link k is active at period I with facility type q. 

The basic link facility 0/1 evolution variables are defined as: 71r(t): 

pq(t) _ { 1 if state p is converted to state q on link k in 9 at I 
71k - 0 otherwise 

(2) 

We do not exclude transitions from p- p, and we have Eq71r(t) = 1 vi f H. 

A plan at each period I is defined as a minimum cost topology, facility and capacity assignment, and routing 
policy that meets performance and reliability constraints. In particular a plan involves the choice of many facility 
types for each link in O(t). Each facility type (fiber optics, T1 carrier, copper, microwave, etc.) is represented 
by a different link cost transition function, and these link cost functions exhibit economies-of-scale behavior [1,2). 
The objective function of the overall evolution planning problem is to minimize the total sum of link transition 
·costs over all links within the network for all periods I in H. The link transition cost function er [a~(t)) for capacity a: for link k and facility type I at period I, is the following concave function with fixed charge and incremental 
costs: 

Cr[a~(t)] = { 0 if a~ = 0 at period I 
~ (t) + Br (t) a~t) if a~ > 0 at period t 

(3) 

where J\pq(t) ~ 0 is the fixed transition charge on link facilities and where Sr(t) ~ 0 is the incremental cost. The 
objective function of the planning problem is the following evolution cost: 

E [Ar(t) 71r(t) + Br(t) ar(t)) 8~(t - 1) (4) 
p,q,k,t 

where summation is performed over all link facilities of the graph 9 and for each period I ~ 1. Nodal or switching 
costs can also be incorporated as described in [1,2); these are omitted here for simplicity. In the planning perspective 
the inclusion of nodal costs allows the study of switching and transmission tradeoffs over a time horizon. Let 
f~(t) be total flow for facility type q on link k (e.g., measured in bits per seconds). We require that link utiliza
tion be bounded by some value e~ < 1. For an activated facility type q on link k, link utilization is e~(t) and we 
have 

e~(t) = f~(t) 1 a~(t) ~ ee < 1 (5) 

We rewrite this as 
(6) 

The main performance objective for data networks is average network delay. Using the Kleinrock assumptions 
[4), the average network delay 1>(t) can be expressed as 

1 e~ 
1>(t) = EA E 71~(t) 8~t - 1) . (7) 

k,p,q 1 - e~ 

From (5) and from (7) we get 
1 e~ 

~(t) ~ 1>*(t) = EA E 71r(t) ~(t - 1) . 
~p~ 1 - ee 

(8) 

Thus 1>(t) s 1>*(t), and our main performance reqUirement, at each period I is 

1> * (t) s 1>o(t) . (9) 
For each planning period, and in order to provide good network performance, we require that link utilizations 
throughout the network have the same upper bounds. It has been shown [1, 2] that for any feasible topology 
and flow, optimallinklnode utilization is equal to its u,pper bound, and we can simply express the optimal value 
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of capacity through optimal values of the total flow, which solves the capacity assignment problem. This leads 
to :D(t) = :D*(t) for any feasible topology and flow, and thus the constraint (9) in the optimization problem pro
vides network delay performance constraints :D(t) s 1>o(t). 

We impose a node connectivity which specifies the minimum number of arcs M at a node n. This serves as 
a simple reliability constraint (1,5]: 

E 8f:(t - 1) 7lr(t) ~ M (10) 
~,p,q 

where 1\ is the set of links k connected to n. The graph 9 is used to define a set of routes Sr' without cycles, 
for each I) origin-destination pair. Using path routing variables we define h~(t) as the undirec\ed proportion of 
total undirected trafic requirement AY of commodity v = v(ij), between the origin-destination pair I), using route 
I from route set Sij at period t. Clearly we must have 

E h!(t) = AV(t) and h!(t) ~ 0 (11) 
s 

for each I) pair. We denote by S = {Sij} the joint route set for all I). Total flow, f~(t), is expressed in terms 
of fraction h~(t) of requirement xY distributed Qver the routes using facility type q on link k: 

f~(t) = h!(t) (12) 
vV,slkE S 

Since in our model a~(t) are continuous variables and total evolution cost is a monotonically increasing func
tion of capacity, then [1,2] an optimal capacity assignment for any feasible topology and flow satisfies the following 
uniform utilization conditions for installed links: 

f~(t) I a~ = ec 7lr(t) 8~(t - 1) (13) 

This allows us to reduce the complexity of the optimization problem. We substitute the capacity assignment variables 
from (13) into (4). As is usually done for topological design problems, we omit capacity allocation constraints. 
This leads (1,2] to the following reduced Mixed Integer-Linear Programming (MILP) problem formulation of the 
planning problem: 

minimize E [Ar(t) 7lr(t) + (Sr(t) I e() f~(t)] 8~(t - 1) 1 s t s H (14) 
k,p,q,t 

Subject to (9)-(11) and f~(t) s ~~ e~ 7lr'(t)8~(t -1), where ~~ represents a capacity allocation constraint. The 
solution of this problem for each period yields the set 7lr'(t) and flow distribution ~(t). Substitution of these 
variables in (13) leads to an optimal capacity assignment. As is usually done in network design problems [5], 
we relax the capacity allocation constraints, and the problem becomes an uncapacitated planning problem. 

3. SOLUTION METHOD AND ALGORITHMS 

For each period, evolution planning consists of optimal redesign of the existing network in order to accommodate 
increasing demand and meet performance requirements. The network redesign process has two components: 
the first is capacity expansion, facilities reinstallation/reselection, which does not change a network topology; 
the second leads to topological evolution and includes link deletions and installations including capacity assignment ' 
for newly installed links. We decompose the solution to the multiperiod evolution planning problem into two 
subproblem solutions: single period look-ahead algorithm and algorithmiC extensions that solve the full look-ahead 
planning problem. We first present the single period look-ahead algorithm. This algorithm is a generalization of 
our optimal desig'n procedure (1, 2] to the case where an initial topology is given and 'is imbedded in the graph 
g. This means that all links of the graph g which correspond to the initial topology 0(0) are installed at state 
p * O. After this we describe a full look-ahead planning algorithm. 

3.1 Single Period Look-Ahead Planning 

The single period look-ahead algorithm uses a greedy procedure [6]. The concept is to start at each period t 
with a graph g and with a subgraph net - 1) imbedded in g. Then, in each successive iteration, we generate 
a sequence of topologies, each reduced by one link, and select the least cost reduced topology which satisfies 
connectivity and reliability constraints. The performance constraint (9) in effect bounds the total number of links 
in the network. If on some given iteration, total cost cannot be reduced by one link elimination and the performance 
constraint (9) is not met, then in order to accommodate that constraint the algorithm further reduces network 
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size while minimizing the corresponding cost increase penalty. At each iteration the algorithm monotonically 
maximizes the cost differences between two topologies by deleting one link. The algorithm stops when it finds 
a feasible solution that satisfies the necessary optimality conditions: no one link can be eliminated without network 
cost being increased or without infeasibility occurring. 

We define the cost of a given route s for origin-destination pair I): 

Rij(t) = E ~(t - 1)71r(t)Br(t)/e~(t) 
p,q,kEs 

(15) 

In the absence of capacity allocation constraints, optimal routing accommodates flow on the route with cost 
mins Rij v ij. This cost will be used in all the following descriptions of the link reduction algorithm. 

For every period I, we define a topology TU(t) and its associated cost Cu(t) at iteration u of the algorithm. A 
new topology ~(t) with cost C~(t) is constructed by deleting candidate link k. For each candidate link k pre
eliminated, we evaluate a ~~(t) to reflect the cost differential of this pre-elimination. We denote by ~CU(t) the 
set {~<1'(t)} of pre-elimination candidates. At each iteration u, the elimination step basically reduces the network 
of the pre-elimination candidate with maximum ~C~(t). 

For the multifacility problem we have to take into account a relationship between fixed charge and normalized 
incremental costs, f\PQ(t) and Sr(t)! e~ respectively for different facility types. After some preprocessing which 
eliminates redundant facility selection candidates, all facility candidates are ranked and define an economies of 
scale envelope used in the facility selection process [1,2). We define q = 1,2, ... ,-y(k), where "Y(k) is the number 
of facilities available on link k after preprocessing. Each link has its own set of facilities. 

The facility selection procedure is incorporated into the link reduction algorithm. Facility decisions are made on 
a link basis and reflect economies-of-scale effects in allocating traffic, facility type, and capacity on this link. 
The facility type that yields minimum link transition cost is selected for an active link at period t. Clearly the 
more a link is utilized, the more high fixed chargellow normalized incremental cost facilities are selected. These 
represent typical engineering tradeoffs such as those between copper pairs, T1 carrier systems, fiber optic systems, 
etc. Facility selection is thus a local decision. Since average flow per link will be lower with the starting graph, 
the initial assignment on each link k and period I will be the facility q with the I~wes~ fixed ~harg.e, AxPQ(t) 8~(t -1), 
and highest incremental cost, Sr(t) iJf(t -1) ! eqA As flow may fluctuate from Iteration, to Iteration we allow local 
facility selection to move ahead to lower incremen~1 cost facilities, but we also allow going back to higher incremental 
cost facilities. It is easily shown that such facilities preprocessing and routing selection which minimizes normalized 
incremental route cost monotonically decreases total network cost. 

The procedure remains the same in the case whether a link is installed at period I - 1 with facility p or not. The 
only difference is that instead of startup cost, we consider a fixed charge transaction cost, and do not allow, 
for the next period, installation of less advanced facilities. We thus proceed with the link reduction algorithm 
as defined before and select facilities as described. The algorithm stops when it finds a feasible solution that 
satisfies the necessary optimality conditions: no one link can be eliminated and no one facility type can be reselected 
without increasing total network cost or triggering an infeasible solution. 

A facility selection rule, ~r [f~(t») is defined as a discrete function of link flow f~(t) on the vth iteration. In our 
model, the economies of scale properties of our link facility transition cost functions determine breakpoints 4»~1, 
4»f, ... , 4»~'Y(t), based on link flow value. The breakpoint 4»~q+1) defines a value of link flow for a transition 
from state p to facility q + 1, with larger fixed charge but lower incremental cost and the same total link transition 
cost as facility q. Thus f~(t) = 4»~q+1)(t), if 

A.tpq(t) + [Br(t) I e~] 4»~q+1)(t) = A~q+1}(t) + [Br(t) I e~] 4»~q+1}(t), 8~(t - 1) = 1 . (16) 

The following facility selection rule is introduced: 

71r(t) = ~r(t) [f~(t)] = 0 otherwise { 
1 if 4»r(t) ~ 4»~(t} < ~q+1)(t) (17) 

Step 0: Initialize "'(t) = {iJf(t -1)}, compute {4»r(t)} for every candidate link k, B~(t) I e~ CO(t), h~(t), 
iteration u = 1. 

Step 1: Pre-elimination of link k: generate topology ~(t) by eliminating a new link k in fU(t). 
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Step 2: Evaluate ~(t) with respect to reliability and connectivity constraints; if not met, go to Step 1; else 
include ~(t) in T u(t), the set of retained topologies for iteration u. 

Step 3: Shortest path routing for ~(t): mins R~ v I); compute tr(t). . 
Step 4: Use (16) and (17) to determine new fac"ity assignment; if at least one facility assignment has changed, 

go to Step 3; A~(t) = CU(t) - ~(t) - ACU(t); if every link k on 9 has been pre-eliminated, then go 
to Step 5; else go to Step 1. 

Step 5: link elimination: get cost set ACU(t) for topologies in {ru(t)}, find max.cAC~ - AC~(t), ~(t); if 
[CU(t) < CU-1(t)] or [CU(t) ~ CU-1(t) and :1)* ~ :1)0], then ru(t) = ~(t), this defines a new reference 
topology for the next iteration by deleting link k. u = u + 1; go to step 1; else select solution 
TU-1(t) = {~t)} - O(t). 

Step 6: Go to the next period I + 1 with inital topology TO(t +1) defined by {8~(t)} 

An evolution plan over the study horizon H is represented by the set O(t) 'It f H. 

3.2 Extension 10 Full Look-Ahead Planning 

We now describe some extensions which take into account more couplings between multi period decisions. We 
consider as input to the algorithm a series of topologies, O(t), generated for all periods I> 0 by the single period 
look-ahead algorithm. This leads to a list of links with transition of facilities from less advanced to more advanced 
types. For each link of this list we introduce, based upon fixed charge only, a transition graph for the planning 
horizon H. Arcs between columns at period t and t + 1 represent transition costs A~(t) for the transition from 
state p to state q. Only transitions q > p are allowed, if p > O. The algorithm finds the earliest period when a 
link has reached the most advanced state, say m. The algorithm then finds the shortest path on the graph from 
state p at I = 0 to state q at period I = m. If this shortest path transition for link k is different from transitions 
which correspond to the evolution plan of the single period look-ahead algorithm, we then have to modify the 
planning solution. First we select from the list the link, say I, for which this difference between shortest path 
cost and transition cost from state p at I = 0 to state q at I = m is maximal. After we incorporate the corresponding 
difference in the sequence of selected states into the set of topologies O(t), we denote the modified topology 
by ot(t) and set TO(t) = ot(t). We then proceed to run the look-ahead algorithm again for each t. After this 
we again switch to the full look-ahead algorithm. This is repeated until no further improvements can be achieved. 

Thus'our algorithm is based on a combination of dynamic programming and greedy approaches. The dynamic 
programming approach is incorporated locally since the algorithm implements for each link, the shortest path 
transitions. The greedy approach is used since the algOrithm is applied to link transitions for which full look-ahead 
brings maximum benefits. The algorithm satisfies conditions of local optimality: no feasible single link-facility 
transitions over the study horizon can lead to a decrease of total network evolution cost. It is easily shown that 
such local decisions monotonically decrease total evolution cost. 

4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section we present an example of a two-period short-term data network evolution planning problem as follows: 

• Using our methodology we solve the evolution planning problem considering time coupling with single period 
look-ahead. 

• We then solve the planning problem as independent design problems in each period of the study horizon. 

Our goal is to compare problem solving behavior for these two approaches and to show the tradeoffs in considering 
time couplings when rearrangement costs associated with the current network are important. In the event that 
these can be neglected, the evolution planning problem can be solved as independent zero base design problems. 
If they are important, then significant cost penalties are incurred if time couplings are not considered in computing 
an evolution plan. 

The multiperiod link reduction algorithm is implemented in PASCAL and runs on VAXNMS or MSDOS machines. 
Results shown here 'rely on a PASCAL version implemented in an interactive graphics environment on the IBM 
PC/MSDOS family of microcomputers and here specifically run on a Compaq 386 machine. Benchmarks are 
essentially the as in [1,2) linearly scaled by the number of periods considered in the planning problem. 

'~n this section we use a 20 node Midwestern network with. tariffs representing three facility types and describing 
in relative terms the cost/capacity relationships of copper (Iow fixed chargelhigh incremental cost), Tl carrier (medium 
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incremental cost) and fiber (h.igh fixed chargenow incremental cost) transmission technologies. Planning and 
design results were obtained for a baseline traffic scenario, and additional scenarios with growing total traffic 
but with the same community of interest as the baseline. The output for each optimal solution, not shown in 
its entirety, includes topology, flow distribution, capacity distribution, routing and facility assignment policies. 
The starting graph 9 for our 20 node network and each period t in H is shown in Figure 1. The reliability con
straint M = 2 and the delay constraint ~o = 300 ms at each period t in H. Our initial network 0(0) optimally 
deSigned using the link reduction algorithm with the baseline traffic matrix). Y(O) for all origin-destination pairs 
, is shown in Figure 2. Total base traffic for Ey).Y(O) = 101787. We use Ey)'Y(1) = 2Ey).Y(0) and 
~Y(2) = 3E~Y(0). 
In the following examples we use a simplified rearrangement cost model. A removal cost of 50% of facility fixed 
charge is applied when a link is removed. No removal cost is applied when facility type conversion takes place 
but a new fixed charge is incurred. When the facility type on a link is of the same type as assigned in the previous 
period only incremental costs are charged to that link. The fact that the combination of tariffs and traffic levels 
used in this example is incremental cost dominant leads to a moderate penalty with respect to rearrangement. 
Two sets of results are obtained: first, independent optimum designs for each period starting from a zero base 
and using the link reduction method [1,2], second, myopic planning procedure over each period as described 
in Section 2. Both approaches yield an evolution cost over H. We compute the evolution cost of independent 
optimum designs as the would occur were these designs to be implemented over H, that is incorporating after 
the fact rearrangement costs. This enables us to compare the two approaches and to evaluate the penalties of 
zero base design. Sample computational results are shown in Figures 3 through 6. Figures 3 and 4 shown the 
topologies and facility assignment of zero base designs at period 1 and 2 respectively. Total evolution cost in 
this case: Cd = $482,900. Figure 5 and 6 show the topologies and facility assignment of time coupled single 
period look-ahead planning. Total evolution cost in this case: Cp = $418,672. Thus Cd is 15.3% higher than 
Cp. These results are summarized in Figure 7, where we also show the cost of the zero base design of 0(0). 

This simple example shows the effect of considering time couplings, even in a myopic fashion, and illustrates 
that even a moderate rearrangement cost penalty propagates the initial state through the planning cycle over 
H. This can be seen by comparing Figure 2 with Figures 5 and 6. Conversely this shows that zero base design 
of a network given major change of total traffic level, leads to substantial restructuring of network over time. 
Given moderate levels of rearrangement costs this exacts a penalty on the evolution cost, in the case of our 
simple example: 15.3% over Cp. 

5. CONCLUSIONS -

We have considered the problem of evolving a multifacility data network over a short/medium study horizon with 
offered traffic growing over time. The planning process described here has two components: the first algorithm 
solves the simple case of single period look-ahead or myopic planning, the second embodies extensions to full 
look-ahead planning. These algorithms are computationally efficient and capable of handling large networks with 
several planning periods. The optimization process montonically decreases network cost in accommodating de
mand and performance requirements for each planning period. This approach integrates topological design, routing, 
capacity assignment, and facility selection over every period of the study horizon. 

An example of multifacility network planning was described and numerical results were provided to show improved 
solution quality of single period look-ahead planning over successive zero base design. 
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Figure 1. Starting topology for 20 node example. 

Figure 2. Initial network design. 

figurt 3. ZIro base design IDr period 1. 
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Figure 4. Zero base design for period 2. 

FigurI 5. Single period look-ahead plan for period 1. 
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Figure 7. Total networ1< cost per period for zero base design and planning. 
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